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Pleasure and leisure are two important characteristics of today's consumer culture (Belk, Ger, and Askegaard 2003; Goulding et al. 2009; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982; Kozinets et al. 2004; Urry 2000) . Masses of consumers enjoy leisure away from home and work in "third places" such as cafés (Kjeldgaard and Ostberg 2007; Oldenburg 1999; Thompson and Arsel 2004) . Today we are surrounded by many cafés in various styles. Some are global-branded like Starbucks (Ritzer 2007) . Some are local, defined either by anticorporate discourses (Thompson and Arsel 2004) or by hybridization of multiple local traditional and global forms (Kjeldgaard and Ostberg 2007 ). Today's café culture has materialized with certain continuities and ruptures from its origins. Kjeldgaard and Ostberg challenge the global-local dichotomy and argue that neither global nor local coffee shops are authentic but rather are both globally and socio-historically formed, stemming from 17 thcentury European coffeehouses. The earliest form of the coffeehouse emerged in the mid-16 th century Ottoman Empire and spread to the world in the next century. We investigate the socio-historical construction of the initial form of this sphere and its consumers.
The coffeehouse, being a site of pleasurable leisure linked to both the birth of consumer culture and the less frivolous public sphere, is a significant entity. Commercialization and democratization of leisure-in coffeehouses, theatres, art galleries, concert halls, and gardens-in 18 th -century England is one of the markers of the development of consumer culture (Plumb 1982) . Similarly, the increased popularity of the Ottoman coffeehouse in the 16 th and 17 th centuries, revealing its commercialization and democratization, indicates an Ottoman consumer culture. It seems that the British coffeehouse, deemed to have founded the 17 th -century public sphere (Habermas 1992) , had its origins in Ottoman early modernity (Kömeçoğlu 2005; MacLean 2007; Öztürk 2005) . In this study, we address the emergence of this significant site and its consumer in the unexpected Ottoman context rather than in an early modern western context-the usual home of modernity and modern consumer culture.
In examining today's consumer culture, consumption studies generally portray consumers as subjects who actively negotiate and transform market-mediated meanings to define and express their identities and social relations (Arnould and Thompson 2005; Fırat and Dholakia 1998; Fırat and Venkatesh 1995; Slater 1997) . Researchers often attribute this active self-definition to the transformation from a modern to a postmodern condition, where structural divisions like class and gender lose their importance in ascribing identities, and, instead, marketing and media make available numerous symbolic resources to the consumers for use in constructing their identities themselves (Fırat and Venkatesh 1995; Holt 1998; Slater 1997 ). Researchers have investigated the self-constituting consumer in a variety of contemporary contexts (Brown, Kozinets, and Sherry 2003; Holt and Thompson 2004; Kozinets et al. 2004; Maclaran and Brown 2005; Peñaloza and Gilly 1999; Thompson 2004; Thompson and Arsel 2004; Thompson and Haytko 1997) . However, as Borgerson (2005) also argues, the theoretical underpinnings of the concept of actively self-identifying consumer have not sufficiently been interrogated. That is, more research is needed on the conceptualization of the consumer and the context in which such a subject is formed in order to better understand the relationship between consumer subjects and their environments. In this research, our goal is to (re)examine the active consumer, who has usually been assumed to be the product of 20 th -century capitalism. By going back to an early modern period, we aim to explain how and under what conditions an active consumer subject was formed.
METHOD
Historical research necessitates much iteration among data sources and literature throughout the research process (Smith and Lux 1993) as well as comparison and contrasting of different sources (Jenkins 2003) . Accordingly, we examined the literature on history of consumption and the early modern Ottoman context and interviewed eminent Ottoman historians about the topic and the data sources. We critically evaluated and compared the literatures on history of consumption and Ottoman history, considering various disparities in theoretical and scholarly perspectives as well as the contextual differences.
We were bound by the available data sources, as all historical researchers are (Tosh 2006) . To be able to attain trustworthiness, we relied on diverse data sources and multiple analysis techniques. We sought sources to help us identify the coffeehouse context; discourses operating in the coffeehouse realm; practices of the consumers and the market actors; changes in these practices; and transformations in the demographic, social, cultural, economic, and political domains. In addition to the vast literature on Ottoman history, our data sources include decrees, two fatwas, two festival books, a tezkire (poetry anthology), various poems, two etiquette books, two chronicles, a morality book, various European travelers' notes, miniatures, engravings, and drawings (table 1)-in other words, any and all available data. We scrutinized these sources depending on their official or non-official status. For example, if the author or the patron of a text was from the officialdom, we expected the text to represent or at least not oppose the official discourse. Decrees, fatwas, miniatures, chronicles, and books on prices, etiquette, morality and festivals oftentimes reflect the official view. One of the etiquette books is a letayif, an Ottoman genre that criticizes everyday conduct (Çavuşoğlu 1977) . The original work, likely to have been written in the 16 th century, was reproduced by different writers until the 19 th century (Esir 2001) . Poetry can reflect official or non-official views depending on the author's background. Some tezkires, such as Aşık Çelebi's reflects both views since it contains the author's views about different poets, their everyday life conducts, as well as samples from their poems. Finally, European travelers' notes, engravings and drawings represent outsiders' views. ________________________ Insert Most of the data sources-except travelers' notes and visual sources-are in Ottoman Turkish, the language of the 16 th and 19 th centuries in the Ottoman Empire. Ottoman Turkish is a combination of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish vocabularies and grammars (Kurt 1996) and is written with the Arabic script. Most of the archival texts used in this research are extracted from sources that include copies of original texts, transcriptions in the Latin alphabet, and textual and/or literary analyses. In some cases, we also sought literary interpretations from cultural historians. In addition, the first author has knowledge of reading, transcribing, and interpreting archival data sources, and expertise in the archives of 16 th -and 17 th -century Ottoman probate inventories (Karababa 2006) . She had attended doctoral classes on historical research methods and Ottoman paleography and history. When presenting the data here, we often used her translations in English and provided the page numbers in the original source.
Some Ottoman sources are in the form of prose-such as the decrees and price books, others in verse, but most are in mixed form, such as the etiquette, tezkire, and festival books. The popularity of poetry then is perhaps akin to that of music and video clips today. Poetrywriting and reading-had been and still is very popular in the geography. Accordingly, it has been used in anthropological analyses, for example in contemporary Egypt (Abu-Lughod 1999) . Andrews (1985) argues that Ottoman poets sought to artfully reflect shared views and thus Ottoman poetry is a communal art form that confirms the values, vision, and worldview of the community. Even the "high" form, divan poetry, produced by literate people and thus supposed to reflect the "high" culture had a broad audience (Andrews 1985) . The use of a limited vocabulary, reliance on some key terms and stable metaphors made poetry widely accessible. Furthermore, the poets themselves did not belong to a single elite group of scholars but had diverse backgrounds: many were bureaucrats, artisans, and janissaries (Hamadeh 2008; Kılıç 1994 ). İsen's (1989) study of the occupational backgrounds of a sample of 3182 Ottoman poets indicates that 36% were scholars of theology, 28% bureaucrats, 5.7% sheikhs and dervishes, 3.7% military, 3.7% artisans and merchants, 1.8% courtiers, and 0.8% religious functionaries. Thus, these poems express shared values as well as a broad range of lives and experiences.
Our visual data sources included miniatures, engravings, and drawings that depict Ottoman coffeehouses from the late 16 th century on. We present only one here: the miniature in figure 1, since it provides the earliest and a highly detailed portrayal of the people and events in a coffeehouse. Interestingly, contrary to the premise that representational imagery was forbidden in Islamic cultures, various types of such imagery as in miniatures, puppet theatres, figurative calligraphy, and figurative depictions on carpets, ceramics, copperware, and walls were common and widely available to the Ottoman public .
Throughout the analysis, we interrogated different paradigmatic stances that provided us different levels of understanding. The first author engaged in a critical documentarist approach to make sense of what a particular document might have meant at the time it was produced (Carr 2001) . Next, we studied the relations between consumption and demographic, economic, and social structures in the Annales tradition (Braudel 1980) to attain a macroscopic view. However, we do not prescribe to the Annales école assumption that changes in socioeconomic and demographic structures determine historical transformations in culture and human practices. Equipped with documentarist and macroscopic perspectives, we focused on the interplay between structure and the consumer subject. Such a post-structuralist approach (Jenkins 2003 ) is a recent cultural turn in the field of history and has been termed "cultural history" (Bonnell and Hunt 1999; Darnton 2001 ).
While we, like Campbell (1987) , examine the formation of consumer and consumer culture, our post-structuralist perspective-as well as time periods and geographies- Please use DOI when citing or quoting distinguishes our work from his. Focusing on the 18 th -and 19 th -century England, he explains how the self-identifying consumer of the Enlightenment era was shaped by the Romantic ethic and accentuates the role of the structure-a new ethic. Instead of accepting the consumer as a construction of a specific ethics, we examine the consumer's role in shaping consumer culture and institutional practices; that is, we focus on the interplay between structural forms and consumers.
Furthermore, we conducted textual analysis, discourse analysis, and visual analysis. We analyzed verbal and visual data critically by considering the background of the author, the audience of the text, and the cultural context in which the text was produced (Baxandall 1988; Stern 1989) . We examined how these texts are structured, the sequence of events, and the author's arguments, rationales, and justifications (Coffey and Atkinson 1996) . In addition, we identified systems of statements and searched for repetitions in these statements to identify discourses (Foucault 1972 (Foucault /1998 Kendall and Wickham 2003) . Then, we examined the data set to find discursive constructions of the use and meaning of the space, norms, and practices of consumers and institutions. In addition, we searched for discontinuities in discursive practices in order to discover the formation of a new consumer subject and institutional transformations.
While analyzing the visuals, we described, compared, and interpreted the people, the objects, and the activities depicted (Schroeder 2006) . For example, the forty-five men in the miniature in figure 1 were analyzed according to their appearances, locations, and social interactions. The flowers attached on their turbans represent a fashion of the era; different clothing styles represent various occupations. Coffeehouse objects-blue-white Chinese cups, red carpets, and popular games like chess or mankala represent the importance of aesthetics, pleasure, and comforts. Activities like performances and gambling reveal how leisure time was being enjoyed. The design and the use of different spaces by different types of people are also very telling: for example, the regulars were seated in a spacious section, close to the furnace. We also compared the visuals with textual data to help develop a particular interpretation. For instance, despite their different social positions, the learned, the dancers, and the dervishes interact in the coffeehouse: we see a dervish, denoted by his yellow felt canonical cap, discussing poetry with the turbaned poetry enthusiasts.
Miniatures were usually painted by palace artists as book illustrations or as single depictions, which were collected in albums . They depicted special events as well as everyday lives. Depiction of everyday life was one of the novel styles becoming popular during the era and used by "bazaar painters" too . We compared Ottoman miniatures, representing perhaps an insider's view (Erzen 2002 ) with western travelers' engravings and drawings of coffeehouses. At the simplest, the placement of the fountains at the vanishing point, which, in engravings, is regarded to represent the gaze of the artist or the audience (Panofsky 1993) , signals the salience of alfresco enjoyment for the western gaze.
Thus, we examined data sources critically, comparatively, and iteratively and engaged in repeated discussions with eminent historians, until the following account crystallized.
We present our findings in four sections. First, we demonstrate the presence of the early modern Ottoman consumer culture. Next, we provide an account of the coffeehouse culture, along with hedonistic, playful, and rebellious consumer practices. We propose that coffeehouse discussions, satirical performances, and humorous criticisms contributed to the formation of an early modern public sphere. The third section portrays the four discourses which frame coffeehouse culture and consumption. Finally, we explicate the formation of the coffeehouse culture and the consumer subject, embedded in this early modern Ottoman consumer culture, its coffeehouse culture, and its discourses. (Grehan 2007; Karababa 2006) . This era was marked by significant discontinuity (Faroqhi 1997a; İnalcık 1977) : urbanization and commercialization picked up speed (Fletcher 1985; Pamuk 1999) ; upward and downward mobility increased (Kunt 1983) ; an urban popular culture emerged (Kafadar 1994) ; and disparities in religious norms, which defined appropriate ways of consumption surfaced (Karababa 2006) . Ottoman codes, laws, and legal institutions aimed to attain obedience and justice, the two ideals of this centralized power. Justice-ruling in such a way to protect the sultan's subjects from the exploitation of the representatives of the authority and from illegal taxation-was deemed necessary to maintain obedience (İnalcık 1973) . However, this era was also a time when the extreme authority of the interventionist Ottoman state on production (İnalcık 1969, 1973) and consumption (Zilfi 2004) began to yield, along with such underlying ideals.
During the 16 th and 17 th centuries, while pleasures of consumption were being available to the newly rich middling ranks in the West (Berry 1994; Brewer and Porter 1993; McKendrick et al. 1982; Mukerji 1983; Plumb 1982; Roche 2000; Schama 1987; Slater 1997) , the joy of consuming comforts, novelties, luxuries, and leisure-time pursuits enlivened the everyday life of the Ottoman urbanite (Karababa 2006) . Similar to its Western counterparts, the early modern origins of Ottoman consumer culture are marked by the circumvention of sumptuary laws; increase in the amount of possessions and purchases; interest in comforts rather than just necessities; spread of consumer goods including luxury, populuxe, fashion, and leisure time activities to the masses; and interactions among various consumer cultures.
The Class Structure and Sumptuary Laws
The Ottoman society was composed of two main classes: the ruling and the ruled. The ruling class worked for the state as administrators, bureaucrats, armed forces (janissaries), and professors at theological schools and was exempt from taxes. The ruled class included merchants, artisans, and the peasantry. However, as the class structure became more fluid during this period, the boundaries between the ruling and the ruled blurred (Faroqhi 1997a; İnalcık 1988; Kunt 1983; Pamuk 1999) . Social status was not defined by family lineage and thus the ruling class was open to penetration from the lower echelons. For example, many peasants attained education and then official posts (Faroqhi 1997a; İnalcık 1988) or the children of the Christians in the Balkans, converted to Islam, were educated and later hired for positions such as janissaries or bureaucrats (Goffman 2004; Thévenot 1978) . In addition to upward mobility, certain state practices sometimes led to downward intergenerational mobility: occasional confiscation of wealth, aimed at maintaining social order, prevented steady and full transfer of economic capital between generations (İnalcık 1969, 1997) . Moreover, people undertook occupations across classes. For example, janissaries and highlevel bureaucrats became merchants and used their political muscle to compete with the guilds (Kunt 1983) . Such transitions created an urban sphere where people from diverse backgrounds met. Fluid lifetime trajectories, intergenerational mobility, and migration diminished the security of social positions: ascribed identities could no longer persist.
Given this fluid context, the state issued sumptuary laws to maintain social and economic order, prevent sinful conduct, and avoid waste (Quataert 1997; Zilfi 2004) , akin to Please use DOI when citing or quoting the ethical, social, and economic rationales of sumptuary laws in the West (Belk 1995) . Rules regarding types of clothing and accessories attempted to distinguish different status positions, genders and religions: for example, only high officials could wear certain types of silk (Şeker 1997) and yellow and black shoes were for Muslim and non-Muslim women, respectively (Gürtuna 1999) . Islamic law prohibited drinking wine and men's consumption of gold objects (Altınay 1988; Düzdağ 1998) . Sumptuary laws could also prohibit women from patronizing places where they might interact with men: for example, 16 th -century decrees forbade women from going to cream shops and taking pleasure boats on the Bosphorus (Altınay 1988) . Finally, the on-and-off-prohibition of coffeehouses, which we discuss below, was among these sumptuary laws. Coffeehouse consumption was declared to be wasteful and spending time with pleasurable activities to be contrary to the Islamic work-ethic (Hattox 1996) .
By the 16 th century, such sumptuary laws were frequently circumvented (Abou-El-Haj 2005; İnalcık 1973; Zilfi 2004) as they also were in the West during the formation of the Western consumer culture (Belk 1995 (Karababa 2006) . The consumers were not alone in circumventing laws: the producers thwarted the strict legislation on production standards and began to produce new styles and cheaper versions of luxury goods (İnalcık 1973) . These populuxe goods appear to have served the consumers who either were not allowed or could not afford to use luxury goods and thus expanded consumption to a broadened population.
While sumptuary laws were not always implemented, etiquette books attempted to establish proper manners of consumption, especially regarding leisure activities such as eating, drinking, and socializing (Şeker 1997) . In the Ottoman society, it was perhaps through shaping taste, rather than solely enforcing laws that social class distinctions were attempted to be upheld, akin to 16 th -and 17 th -century China (Bourdieu 1989; Clunas 2004 ). Regardless of, or perhaps due to the legal and etiquette rules, consumption of populuxe goods prevailed.
Increase in Possessions, Purchases, and in the Interest in Comfort Increases in the extent of acquisitions perhaps provide a more direct evidence of the spread of consumption in urban areas. A study of consumption in Bursa demonstrates that not only the ruling class but also the ruled class members acquired greater numbers of consumer items in the mid-17 th century than in the 16 th century (Karababa 2006) . For example, 17 thcentury women owned statistically significantly more objects: headwear (çenber, arakiye), underwear (don and gönlek, zıbun), robes, outerwear, and belts than the 16 th -century women. Men as well as women owned more garments at this time (Karababa 2006) . Similarly, there was a statistically significant increase in the numbers of home possessions-home furnishing and textiles-per individual over the period. Such expansion was observed for bed sheets, quilts, pillows, floor coverings (kilim, keçe, döşeme), curtains, wrappers, towels, and chests. Increases in the numbers of possessions were not limited to the elite: individuals from the ruled class also owned more items in the 17 th than the 16 th century (Karababa 2006 Please use DOI when citing or quoting ready-made foods like kebab, cream, desserts, and pastries (Altınay 1988; Faroqhi 1997b; Kütükoğlu 1983) . Similarly, as we discuss below, the market provided entertainment in sites such as coffeehouses as an alternative to home-made amusements.
The increase in the acquisition of home furnishings and textiles paralleled the changes in the size and design of Ottoman houses. Eldem (1984a; 1984b) investigated the architectural development of Ottoman houses over time and found significant changes during the 17 th century. At this time, the urban houses were expanded by incorporating additional spaces such as enclosing open porches with windows. Eldem (1984a) also finds that such redesign added comfort in terms of ease of heating and maintenance. Both the expansion of the indoor living space and the improved climate control and protection connote a rising concern for comfort. Furthermore, the above-mentioned increases in furnishings such as pillows, quilts, and floor coverings also imply a heightened interest in comfort.
Widespread Consumption of Fashion, Luxury, and Leisure Time Pleasures Seventeenth century saw the sudden appearance of novel styles of clothing-such as loose trousers and tight jackets, gold or silver accessories, and hair ornaments (Karababa 2006) . Analysis of the Bursa probate records reveals that such novel items became available to the members of the ruled as well as the ruling classes. Emergence of novelties and items of adornment indicate the advent of fashion; adoption of these items by people of both classes signifies the popularity of this fashion consumption. The observed spread of fashionable consumer goods throughout the society is consistent with the fluid social structure that allowed mobility among strata and interaction of people from different ranks.
One item of luxury that seems to have been a rage is ornamented kuşaks (belts), woven of pure silk thread (ibrişim) or gold or silver threads. It must have been used so widely and sumptuously that a religious declaration, fatwa eventually pronounced the inappropriateness of kuşaks for the public and even for high officials (Düzdağ 1998) . Bursa probate records reveal that people obeyed the religious rules and that wasteful, luxurious kuşaks were not consumed during the 16 th century (Karababa 2006 ). However, a century later, according to the same database, 64% of the ruling and 46% of the ruled class women possessed silver-threaded kuşaks. Moreover, some ruling class women had kuşaks decorated further with gold or precious jewels. This extravagance was not limited to the ruling class but surfaced in the probate records of a subset of the ruled class as well: the urban women.
Another example of the spread of fashions and luxury was the flourishing consumption of flowers and floral motifs on decorative objects and textiles. Flowers were used in home, garden, and personal decoration as seen on the turbans in figure 1. Expanding "transcultural commodity" networks linking Asian and European consumer cultures enabled Ottoman consumers to buy luxurious imported flowers and thus enjoy a fashionable aesthetic pleasure (Salzman 2000) . Specific flowers and floral motifs became fashionable and were represented in a diverse array of media including ceramic tiles, carpets, porcelains, embroideries, and gilding (Taylor 1993) . For example, tulips entered the scene during the late 16 th century and replaced carnations and roses, the popular flowers and motifs of the earlier years (Ayvazoğlu 1992; Salzman 2000) . Tulips, like coffeehouses, later spread to Europe.
Moreover, the early modern Ottoman society saw the advent of cheaper versions of luxury goods, which also played a role in the formation of the Western consumer culture (Fairchilds 1993) . A European traveler wrote that except for the very poor, it was not possible to find an Ottoman woman who did not possess silk clothing (Schweigger 2004) . The state issued a price book listing approximately 260 different kinds of fabrics of which 128 were Please use DOI when citing or quoting various types of silks (Kütükoğlu 1983) . Hence, consumers must have had a wide range of choices among 128 different varieties and prices of silks. Both luxury fabrics and their cheaper varieties were available in the market for use in clothing and home furnishings.
Finally, leisure time activities were also democratized and commercialized. Sites of leisure included bathhouses, taverns, boza (a fermented wheat drink) shops, cream shops, gardens, and coffeehouses, all of which became popular during the period (Altınay 1988; Karababa 2006) . Whereas the most popular site of leisure was the coffeehouse for men, it was the bathhouse for women. European travelers of the era noted that Ottoman middle-class women went to public baths up to four times a week, and sometimes spent the whole day there grooming, socializing, feasting, and entertaining (And 1993). Overall, increased commercialization, across borders, provided opportunity for consumption for the masses and moved the site of production of goods or entertainment from the home to the market.
Interactions with Other Early Modern Consumer Cultures
Batchelor (2006) argues that international trade of fashion goods such as Chinese porcelains created similar types of consumers across different early modern societies. As the 16 th -and 17 th -century Ottoman Empire controlled a significant part of the global commodity networks (Faroqhi 2007) , many consumption items and tastes were imported and exported. Porcelain was one of those: the Portuguese traded porcelains from China to Ottoman lands (Kütükoğlu 1983 ). In the 17 th century, Ottomans also produced porcelain locally. The decorations of these local porcelains entailed a mixture of Chinese, Persian, and Islamic motifs (Carswell 1998) . This demonstrates that, like in today's global world, interactions among early modern societies created hybrid forms and tastes for such forms.
Imports, at a variety of quality and price levels, and the pursuant local production of highly demanded imports made exotic luxury and populuxe available to a wide range of consumers. Ottomans imported Venetian fabrics and glassware, woolen kerseys from London and Carcassone (and their Dutch imitations), silk fabrics from Florence, Venice, and France, cotton clothes from India (and their Iranian imitations), and Iranian carpets (Faroqhi 2007) . One such item, kemha (a kind of silk brocade) became exceedingly popular in the 16 th century (Dalsar 1960) . By the 17 th century, various versions of kemha were being imported. To exploit this new generation of kemhas and compete against their foreign counterparts, Bursian weavers replicated these imported varieties. So, the domestic kemha trade also flourished. The enormous variety of fabrics imported to the Ottoman market lead to changes in consumer tastes in a manner which producers found impossible to control (Faroqhi 2002) .
Certain Ottoman ports and trade cities were active hubs in the 16 th -and 17 th -century trade and played a key role in the spread of goods from the East to the West (Faroqhi 1997a; İnalcık 1997) . In the 17 th century, indigo, perfume bottles, drugs, and shawls from Lahore as well as Ottoman cotton were sold to central Europe (Faroqhi 2007) . Ottoman and Asian goods-such as spices, indigo, raw silk and cotton, yarns, fabrics, quilts, carpets, drugs, currants, and oil-spread throughout the English middle-class families by emulation and entrepreneurial activity as well as trade (MacLean 2007) . The Ottoman coffeehouse was among the things that traveled to early modern Europe (Ellis 2004) . It has since been reconstructed in various cultures and become a global leisure site.
OTTOMAN COFFEEHOUSE CULTURE IN THE 16 TH AND 17 TH CENTURIES
Please use DOI when citing or quoting While its earliest examples appear in the records of Mecca and Cairo in the 1510s, the coffeehouse became popular after the Ottoman conquest of Arab lands; in particular, after two entrepreneurs from Aleppo and Damascus launched two coffeehouses in Istanbul in early 1550s (Cohen 2004; Hattox 1996) . Soon, coffeehouses spread all over Istanbul and even to small towns in Anatolia (Arendonk 2009; Faroqhi 1986 ). With urbanization (Erder and Faroqhi 1980) and commercialization (Pamuk 1999) , they formed alternative sites for Ottoman Muslim men, who formerly spent most of their time in prescribed spaces such as work, mosque, and home.
Coffeehouse as a "Fourth Place"
The Ottoman coffeehouse resembles today's cafés and neighborhood pubs in enabling individuals to interact with others and enjoy time away from their responsibilities (Oldenburg 1999) . This location shares certain characteristics with contemporary "third places:" a neutral meeting ground and social leveling, the presence of the regulars, and a site of socialization and various pleasures. It provided a "fourth place" in contrast to work, home, and mosque or Sufi lodges. In the early modern period, mosques, Sufi lodges, and perhaps even churches shared most of the above third place characteristics with probably some pleasurable activities too, at the least, enjoyable interaction with others.
Ottoman coffeehouse consumption was a ritualistic pursuit of leisure with specific artifacts, particular participant roles, an informal script, and an audience (Rook 1985) . In addition to coffee itself, poems, books, and musical instruments, games like backgammon and chess, and utensils like coffee grinders, ewers, trays, and porcelain cups, were objects that contributed to this enjoyable activity. Carpets, the furnace, and the carved niches on the walls displaying porcelain cups provided the decor. Coffee makers, servants, performers, storytellers, and consumers all had specific qualities and roles. Servants were expected to be young, beautiful, sexually appealing, and well dressed (Hattox 1996) . Coffee makers prepared coffee with precise instructions, exact timing, and specific mixes of ingredients. Performers danced and played music. As with many other sites of leisure-such as Chinese teahouses or Ottoman bathhouses-the coffeehouse staged basic human practices and routines of daily life such as eating and drinking. And, the audience, the consumers enjoyed the pleasures the coffeehouse staged. ________________________ Insert figure 1 about here ________________________ Ottoman coffeehouses were designed in such a way that regulars oftentimes were seated on a platform at the corner, next to the furnace, reached by two narrow fenced staircases, similar to the ones in mosques (Ünver 1963) . Regulars sitting on a higher platform, separated from the rest of the customers are seen at the top right corner of figure 1. The regulars were mostly the coffee addicts and the elderly with high social rank; the youngsters, especially those making too much noise or engaging in "inappropriate" behaviors, were not allowed to sit with them (Ünver 1963) . Oldenburg (1999) suggests that the regulars were the ones who created the friendly, warm, and unique atmosphere that made people feel at home.
The 16 th -and 17 th -century coffeehouse was a "leveler," allowing people from different ranks to meet (Oldenburg 1999) akin to the early 20 th -century teahouses in China (Wang 2000) . The French traveler Thévenot (1978) observed that everyone went to Please use DOI when citing or quoting coffeehouses without facing discrimination based on occupation, religion, or status. Similarly, a decree issued in the 16 th century informs us that men-of-letters, unemployed officers, judges, preachers, professors, university students, dervishes, merchants, military people, artisans, and poor and idle people all met there (Dağlıoğlu 1940) . Furthermore, the coffeehouse offered a "neutral ground" (Oldenburg 1999 ) for social gatherings in contrast to the host-guest relationship at homes. Peçevi's chronicle notes that, at least the men-of-letters preferred the easier and cheaper coffeehouses over homes as meeting places (Baykal 1981) .
Rather than merely providing a place to drink coffee, the coffeehouse created a pleasant site for patrons to interact in. It provided sociopleasure-enjoyment people share when they get together (Tiger 2005) to Ottoman urbanites, more of whom were becoming alienated from their roots and original communities with growing urbanization. Coffeehouse consumers enjoyed chatting, sharing news and rumors about the administration, and literary conversations where writers submitted their latest compositions for assessment (Baykal 1981; Hattox 1996; Şeker 1997) . A 17 th -century poem demonstrates this ultimate goal of sociopleasure (Kafadar 2007, 120) :
The heart fancies neither coffee nor coffeehouse The heart fancies companionship [or conversation], coffee is an excuse.
Companionship and socializing in the coffeehouse entailed play with autotelic and interpersonal actions (Holt 1995; Oldenburg 1999 ) like joking, teasing, laughing, performing to friends during conversations, and other entertaining activities that took place (Hattox 1996; Şeker 1997) . Moreover, gambling and playing recreational and competitive games like chess and backgammon were common in coffeehouses (Hattox 1996; Şeker 1997) . For example, in the lower center of the miniature in figure 1, a competitive game between two backgammon players is depicted: one of the players has taken off his turban and his bodily movements suggest that he is throwing the dice. Competition and gambling are additionally pleasurable due to the enjoyable experience of one's own performance (Arnould and Price 1993; Holt 1995) and the excitement of risk and imagining the possibility of winning (Cotte 1997) .
The coffeehouse also provided physiopleasures-relaxation and refreshment- (Tiger 2005 ) of the drink, the (coffee) break, the atmosphere, and sometimes more. The grander coffeehouses with carpeted floors and fine porcelain cups, provided highly comfortable, aesthetically pleasing, and sometimes al-fresco enjoyment. Western traveler's notes depict coffeehouses which even had fountains inside or were located outdoors in gardens or next to rivers, with a carpet on the ground, in various Ottoman cities (Ellis 2004; Hattox 1996) . Even though smaller coffeehouses could not match such atmospherics, they still provided relaxation and refreshment to the masses. Moreover, 16 th -and 17 th -century coffeehouses were places of entertainment where customers enjoyed listening to music or traditional romances and folk tales from storytellers or watching dancers or shadow puppet shows (And 1975; Bingül 2004; Hattox 1996) . Figure 1 depicts a young man dancing and playing percussions at the center of the coffeehouse. At the left side of the miniature are four accompanying musicians, the youngest one with a cap playing the tambourine.
Moreover, coffeehouses at times accommodated illicit pleasures of frivolous sexuality and drugs. Some of the puppet shows and songs were obscene and erotic (And 1975; Öztürk 2005) . Perhaps a more significant sexual facet was the contact between the waiters and the clients. The interactions of attractive and well-dressed young male waiters with customers sometimes went beyond serving coffee (Ellis 2004; Hattox 1996) . In figure 1 , one of the men among the group of regulars is portrayed as caressing the face of a beautiful boy who bends towards him. The boy's ostentatious clothing and youth suggest that he is a dancer . Travelers and commentators remarked that, in some coffeehouses, young charming Please use DOI when citing or quoting boys displayed their skills "shamelessly" and the dancers and musicians pushed the limits of "sinfulness," sometimes tainting the reputation of the coffeehouse regulars Ellis 2004 ). In addition, much like the contained illegality of today's raves (Goulding et al. 2009 ), early modern Ottoman coffeehouses took in drug users seeking escape and ecstasy. A 17 thcentury chronicler, Katip Çelebi, states that drug users found coffee to be a life-giving substance that increased their pleasure (Gökyay 1980 ) and some drug-addicted consumers spent hours in the coffeehouse in a mode of drowsiness (Korkmaz 2004) .
Finally, in coffeehouses, Ottoman men enjoyed ideopleasures (Tiger 2005 ) of mentally intensive literary or academic experiences. Figure 1 depicts a group of men in front of the furnace with papers and pens in their hands, reading and writing while sipping their coffees. Such men-of-letters enjoyed aesthetic pleasures of discussing poetry and religious sciences and assessing each other's works (Ünver 1963) . Such leisurely discussions were transferred from home and work to the coffeehouse. In Ottoman society, before the coffeehouses were established, poetry meetings were either organized by wealthy patrons of higher social status or by poetry enthusiasts who were not close to these circles. The latter group regularly met at private homes, or in shops or taverns (İpekten 1996) . For example, poetry meetings took place at Zati's shop of fortunetelling in Istanbul, at spice shops of Nasuhi and Safahi in Edirne, and at Şeyhi's shop that sold trousers in Bursa (İpekten 1996) . In their work environment, poets enjoyed producing and discussing their poems. Organizing meetings at homes was costly to the host and meeting at taverns was not appropriate for Muslims, since wine is forbidden in Koran (Şeker 1997 ). All such atmospherics and rituals for poetry gatherings transferred to the coffeehouses.
Men-of-letters were not necessarily of high status. For example, in figure 1 , the inclusion of a Sufi dervish in the group is one indication that poetry discussions could be among people of different social positions. As mentioned in the methods section, the backgrounds of poetry enthusiasts differed significantly. For example, a janissary, Beliğ, was also a reputable poet and a coffee aficionado, who wrote poems about coffee (Kılıç 1994) . A 16 th -century etiquette book, authored by a bureaucrat, identified studious coffeehouse patrons to be incompetent poetry enthusiasts, without the refined tastes of the elite (Şeker 1997) . If the existence of amateur connoisseurs is an indicator of consumer culture (Belk 1995) , the amateur poetry enthusiasts who frequented the coffeehouses are also indicative of the burgeoning Ottoman consumer culture. In part due to the coffeehouses, poetry was becoming a popular art form-like today's popular music-consumed by people from various classes.
Ottoman Coffeehouses: Revisiting the Formation of the Public Sphere Habermas (1992) defines "public sphere" to be a discursive sphere where people from different parts of the society get together and engage in debates about matters of mutual interest, thus forming public opinion and, if possible, reaching a common judgment about a debate. Thus, public sphere is where politics and society meet. Habermas suggests that the 18 th -century British coffeehouse exemplifies the development of bourgeois public sphere. We propose that, the original source of the 18 th -century British coffeehouse, the Ottoman coffeehouse served to form the Ottoman public sphere.
The Ottoman coffeehouse was a place where people of diverse social positions met and engaged in debates. Men-of-letters, scholars or amateurs, gathered to discuss poetry (Baykal 1981 ) and many others viewed and discussed theatrical performances, narrated stories, and shadow-puppet shows (Hattox 1996) . Usually, tales and plays were satires of everyday life and the sociopolitical and economic conditions; if not, critical and reflexive 14 Please use DOI when citing or quoting accounts of current events were incorporated into the plots of often-improvised performances (And 1975; Öztürk 2005) . Hence, coffeehouse discussions played a not-so-trivial role in forming critical public opinion.
Moreover, coffeehouses were sites for critical action which linked political authority and the societal demands. For example, dervishes of the Qalandriyya order-a Muslim order influenced by Buddhist ascetics (Yazıcı 2009 )-attended coffeehouses to express their skepticism of political authorities (Barkey 1997) . By the 17 th century, janissaries not only gathered and criticized the state, but actually planned riots while in the coffeehouses (Öztürk 2005) . Accordingly, from the onset, the state considered coffeehouses as loci of resistance (Ünver 1963) . Such subversion is perhaps one of the key reasons behind the prohibitions of coffeehouses (Hattox 1996) .
Such critical performances and discussions point to the formation of a public sphere, if not a Habermasian one. Habermas (1992) regards the communicative interaction among reflexive and rational subjects as a prerequisite for the formation of the public sphere and critical public opinion against political authority. His premise entails an Enlightenment subject and a reflexive bourgeois class. Obviously, the early modern Ottoman coffeehouse consumer is not such a subject. However, it is arguable whether differentiation among the rational, aesthetic, emotional, and playful components of human communication is possible in the first place (Kömeçoğlu 2005; Tucker 1993 ). If subjects can shape the public sphere by any type of critical human communication (Tucker 1993) , then satirical performances and humorous criticisms contribute to the formation of a public sphere in the coffeehouse (Kömeçoğlu 2005; Öztürk 2005 ). We advocate that critical communication, be it in the form of rational, aesthetic, emotional, or playful criticism formed an early modern public sphere. In the absence of an established printing press and the linked presence of illiteracy, human communication, performances, and book readings in the coffeehouses helped create critical public opinion among the Ottomans.
Public discussion of a diverse array of issues, spreading across the numerous coffeehouses set the stage for individual consumer's thoughts and acts. Archival data sources demonstrate that coffee and coffeehouse consumption themselves became issues of debate. We find four discourses that pertain to the coffeehouse culture during the 16 th -17 th centuries.
MULTIPLE DISCOURSES
The multiparty negotiations among four discourses-pleasure, Orthodox Islam, Sufi Islam, and health-shape consumers' coffeehouse practices as well as the practices of the coffeehouse guilds, the state, and the religious institutions. Since individuals are moral beings who need to justify their acts (Campbell 1987) , these discourses serve as justifications and frames as well as motivations for consumer practices.
Pleasure Discourse
As we have seen, Ottoman coffeehouses were sites of a variety of leisurely pleasures. A 16 th -century poet depicts the coffeehouse as a site where the craving for pleasure was treated by providing various physiopleasures (Açıkgöz 1999, 8) People addicted to hashish, şerbet (a sweet drink), and coffee The coffeehouse is the hospital of the hedonist A poem from 1583 portrays the uniqueness of this social site (Ünver 1963, 53) :
The meeting place of literati, the state of pleasure The poet seems to think that this novelty cannot be impeded and stresses its distinctive ideopleasures and heavenly physiopleasures. Coffeehouses seem to have been often represented by such paradise metaphors in the public imagination. The paradise in Islam is the reward promised to the faithful. The Koran describes its pleasures: rivers flowing through gardens, pleasant weather, lovely shady places, male servants (gılmans) serving wine, wines that do not intoxicate, vessels of silver and glasses of crystal, female servants with beautiful eyes (huris) and maidens with swelling breasts, comfortable sofas, green silk and brocade fabrics, gold and silver bracelets, delicious fruits, extravagant palaces, and "whatever the soul desires and in which the eyes delight" (Kinberg 2008) . Ottoman hedonism was shaped in part by such myths in the Koran. The above poem is not the only period record of the paradise metaphor. Among others, Gelibolu'lu Mustafa Âlî, a bureaucrat, used the paradise metaphor in his description of a theatrical play which portrayed a coffeehouse. In Âlî's accounts, young and fine-looking coffeehouse waiters represented the heavenly female and male slaves (Öztekin 1996) ; and the white and blue decorated porcelain cups in which coffee is served evoked the valuable glasses in which non-intoxicating wine will be served in the utopian paradise. Moreover, as some coffeehouses were located near rivers, in gardens, or had fountains, European travelers' accounts and engravings of them were also reminiscent of the Koranic paradise (Hattox 1996) . Ottoman coffeehouses seem to have embodied the actualization of the sacred in a profane world (Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989) ; and their consumers to have experienced a metaphorical paradise, evocative of Campbell's (1987) imaginative hedonism.
If the coffeehouse were reminiscent of the utopian paradise in Ottoman imagination, perhaps these consumers were purchasing the sensual pleasures of paradise in this commercial site. This situation evokes the emergence of the therapeutic ethos, indicative of the consumer culture in Victorian England and the late 19 th -century America (Lears 1983 ): the transformation from Christian morality to a new ethos created a new subject who no longer aimed at salvation and the pleasures of heaven but instead sought pleasure in this world. In a similar manner, instead of opting for religiously appropriate practices, the Ottoman coffeehouse consumer sought pleasure in this worldly commercial site.
Orthodox Islam on Coffee Consumption
The pleasures of the coffeehouse were under scrutiny and intensely disputed since the state and the aligned orthodox Islamic authority usually considered coffeehouse consumption immoral or illegal. Excessive expenditures for the sake of pleasure and the carnal pleasures of extramarital sexual encounters were considered sinful (Berry 1994; Tiger 2005 
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Please use DOI when citing or quoting market to the consumption by the ideal Ottoman Muslim-the sultan's subject-and specifically, coffee and coffeehouse consumption. Şeyhülislam, the chief religious authority, was employed by the state and worked in alliance with the sultan, the head of the state. While the sultan issued decrees, şeyhülislam issued fatwas (declarations).
In this view, the sultan's subject, an ideal Muslim, had to work hard to earn a living, meet his family's needs, and accumulate sufficient wealth without allowing greed to dominate his soul (Ülgener 1981) . Wealth earned was to be consumed in appropriate ways, meeting Islamic obligations such as pilgrimage, giving zakat (providing a portion of one's income to those less fortunate) or sadqah (donations), meeting personal and family needs, giving gifts, and supporting poets as poetry reflected the refined aesthetics of the period (Öztürk 1991) . Orthodox Islam prohibited philanthropy undertaken for self-promotion, excessive pleasure-seeking, and wasteful and conspicuous consumption (Öztürk 1991; Şeker 1997) . Hence, the pleasures and the leisure of the coffeehouse were viewed to be sinful.
Decrees sent to the governors of Bursa, Istanbul, and Jerusalem during the late 16 th century (Altınay 1988; Cohen 2004; Dağlıoğlu 1940 ), a fatwa (Düzdağ 1998) , and an etiquette book (Şeker 1997) demonstrate that coffeehouse activities were perceived to be transgressive and contrary to orthodox Islam and its work ethic. Below we present parts from sultan's decree sent to the governor of Bursa in 1578 to prohibit coffeehouses. The following is a simplified translation of the transcription of the original decree in Ottoman language: …in my territories, it is mandatory that Islamic law has to be applied, all of the forbidden things and things not allowed by Islamic canonical law are prohibited, banned, and abolished. Based on this, ever since, my higher orders have been issued repeatedly. While my highest glory, my decree has already been issued… especially coffeehouses, the gathering place for the sinful, should be banned, everybody should deal with his earnings and his job, and brigands should be eliminated and expelled. At the present, people gathered with young boys, took macun (hashish), beng (marihuana), and afyon (opium), drank wine and rakı [an alcoholic drink] with the pretext of coffee drinking, play backgammon, chess, and doplu [a game of the period], gamble, and spend their time with these illicit behavior and denials. Therefore, people who had been working in their jobs are now at disgrace, university students and assistants of judges became ignorant, rumors were spread all over the society by the above mentioned people… (Dağlıoğlu 1940, 87) In this decree, the sultan avowed the ban on activities against the "Islamic canonical law," particularly coffeehouse consumption. Ineffective in implementation, such bans were repeated. Sensitive to the rumors regarding the negative effects of coffeehouse consumption and circumvention of his authority, the sultan had to reissue the decree in 1578.
Similarly, and in response to an issue about coffeehouses and the kadıs (judge and governor of an administrative district) who condoned the operation of coffeehouses, the Şeyhülislam who served during 1545-1574 delivered the following judgment. His fatwa declared, once again, the inappropriateness of coffeehouses (Andrews and Kalpaklı 2005, 283 The repeated bans, the reissued decree, and the inability of the kadıs to control illicit coffeehouse activities all reveal that joint resistances of consumers' and coffeehouse owners' were effective. These consumers had at their disposal discourses other than solely orthodox Islam. In addition to the pleasure discourse, another discourse also played a crucial role in legitimizing pleasurable coffeehouse experiences: a different interpretation of Islam, Sufism. Orthodox Islam was the formal but not the most dominant discourse.
Sufi Islam on Coffee Consumption
Sufism is an ascetic-mystical trend in Islam characterized by distinct values, practices, and institutions (Knysh 2009 ). It has constituted a rival to orthodox Islam (Ülgener 1981 ). One characteristic is dhikr which refers to the directive of the Koran to remember God and cite his name (Chittick 2005) . Sufis performed dhikr aloud, often with music, to accomplish remembrance. During evening dhikr rituals, coffee was consumed to stay awake. The first use of coffee for dhikr was claimed to be at Sheikh Şazeli's order in the 13 th century in Africa (Hattox 1996) . Therefore, Ottoman Sufis associated coffee drinking with this Sheikh, a holy person who had received the grace of God.
During this period, orthodox Islam was critical toward the Sufis and their musical prayers (Öcalan 2000) . Sufism, being a post-Muhammed interpretation of Islam, as well as other novelties associated with Sufism, such as smoking and coffee drinking, were considered to be bid'at, "illegal innovations, according to the Islamic law" (Gerber 1988, 70) . However, Sufi orders had a significant role in Ottoman society; they were not marginal institutions. During the 17 th century, Sufi orders proliferated and spread throughout the Ottoman lands and the numbers of followers increased (Öcalan 2000) . Besides, their activities were not restricted to the orders but rather permeated daily lives of many.
Attending Sufi orders was so common in the Ottoman society that the followers were not distinct from the general public. Sufi leaders would preach to the public, give lectures on Koranic sciences, teach reading and writing to the neighborhood children, have strong interactions with the guilds, and be influential in politics (Öcalan 2000) . Besides, even the members of theological schools of orthodox Islam, the employees of the state bureaucracy, or the people in the palace attended Sufi orders. Sufis were interested in arts, especially poetry, and during this period in the society, Sufi poetry reached its peak (Öcalan 2000) .
The connection between coffee drinking and Sufism is expressed in the poetry of the period. Consider Nağzi's poem which constructs coffee as sacred (Açıkgöz 1999). The poem tells a story of the rivalry between the personified coffee and wine. In the last part of the poem, coffee and wine go to court to give their statements to the judge. In his statement, coffee says that his birth was based on the Prophet Mohammed. When he (coffee) was in Ethiopia, King Solomon heard about him and brought him to Yemen. Then, coffee came to the lodge of the famous mystical leader, Sheikh Şazeli. He underwent ascetic treatment there, Please use DOI when citing or quoting like the Sufis in their path to reach God. His covering was peeled off; he was roasted, pounded, and boiled. Then he left Yemen and went to Mecca, Damascus, Aleppo, Cairo, and finally arrived in Istanbul. This poem illustrates the ways Sufi images were attached to coffee. The poet used the ascetic treatment a Sufi had to experience to reach the grace of God in a Sufi lodge as a metaphor to explain the voyage of coffee seeds from the tree to the cup. Moreover, by incorporating it with religious figures like Prophet Mohammed and Sheikh Şazeli, he elevated the symbolic position of coffee and coffeehouses.
The diffusion of Sufism across the society and its informal power are likely to have made the Sufi discourse pervasive and potent in consumer's attempts to legitimize their coffeehouse consumption. While pleasure and Sufi discourses provided favorable and the orthodox Islamic view of the era unfavorable arguments, a fourth discourse provided controversial arguments regarding the practice: debates on health served the consumers, marketers, and the officials, either to legitimize or oppose coffee consumption.
Health Discourse
Coffee had been used as a medicine for various ailments since the 10 th century (Schievelbusch 2000). Sixteenth-and 17 th -century Ottoman physicians debated its beneficial and harmful effects. The dryness, coldness, warmness, and moistness of coffee were linked to its harmful or beneficial effects (Açıkgöz 1999; Hattox 1996; Korkmaz 2004) . For example, the dry nature of coffee was considered harmful to people who had anxiety-related sleeping problems; but beneficial for depressive people and women (Korkmaz 2004) . One physician named Zayni argued that coffee fostered melancholy; another, Antaki warned that it decreased sexual activity and caused hemorrhoids and recurring headaches (Hattox 1996) . Scholars and commentators also gave contradictory council: while Katip Çelebi cautioned drinkers about insomnia (Açıkgöz 1999), Kaysuni advised drinking coffee after meals to help digestion unless the person was in a phlegmatic mood (Ünver 1963) .
The views of religious authorities and the public response to them reflected such health deliberations too. Although the above-mentioned fatwa declared coffeehouse practices to be sinful, a later fatwa, issued by Bostanzade, a subsequent Şeyhülislam who served during 1589-1592, affirmed coffee as a beneficial drink. It listed the numerous health benefits such as releasing pain, preventing vomiting and inhalation problems, eliminating pustules in the eye, relaxing, sharpening thinking, banishing sadness, and preventing sleepiness. However, an anonymous poet criticized Bostanzade's fatwa:
Nobody drinks the black faced coffee, except the disgraced Does the hedonist drink that black faced sherbet?
Constipation and dryness is its continuing nature This poet finds the coffee drinker sinful and the drink disagreeable and harmful to the body. In response, a famous poet, Suluki wrote in favor of coffee and blamed the other poet with lunacy and ignorance (Açıkgöz 1999, 49) . Oh lunatic! bad-tempered, disgraced, who blames coffee Go and get physician's sherbet for your melancholy Oh prodigal! Don't talk pretentiously about science that coffee is dry Don't base the illness in your nature to it [coffee] . Cannot lecture the next day, cannot read books at nights If a teacher would not drink two cups of coffee Such debates not only point to the approvals and disapprovals within the health discourse, but, more importantly, indicate that coffee consumption was a noteworthy object of public opinion.
In the 17 th century, the medical discourse on coffee traveled to the Europe. For example, Sir Francis Bacon refers to the Turks when he mentions the mind-stimulating effects of coffee (Hattox 1996) . A coffee advertisement, which was published in Public Adviser in 1657, reflects the British physicians' views on the health benefits of coffee and is very similar to Bostanzade's fatwa (Weinberg and Bealer 2002, 150) :
"Coffee, which is a very wholsom and Physical drink, … fortifies the heat within, helpeth Digestion, quickneth the Spirits, maketh the heart lightsome, is good against eye-sores, Coughs, or Colds, Rhumes, Consumptions, Head-ach, Dropsie, Gout…" The European health discourse was used to market coffee as a beneficial drink. Due to its alleged anti-erotic and mind-stimulating effects, coffee became the favored drink of the Protestant ideology (Schievelbusch 2000). In England, unlike wine, coffee was thought to motivate people to work. Moreover, its anti-erotic nature represented asceticism and a life purified from sin. Twentieth-century US coffee advertising also emphasized productivity and work as well as leisure. As with globalization today, during the early modern period, not only the goods but also the associated discourses traveled across borders; and at times in reinterpreted and recontextualized forms.
In sum, we locate four countervailing discourses which contribute to the constitution of the coffeehouse culture. Although the formal orthodox discourse would be expected to have prevented coffeehouse consumption, we find that this is not the case. Consumption in coffeehouses was a heated topic of public debate. Many conflicting publics discussed the issue, voicing a multiplicity of opinions, as in other societies (Fraser 1999) . Such diversity in opinions and debates also attest to the formation of a public sphere. Moreover, this setting provided a fertile ground for consumer resistance.
RESISTANCE AND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COFFEEHOUSE CULTURE AND THE CONSUMER
The above-discussed sumptuary laws, bans on coffeehouses, decrees and fatwas are institutional strategies (de Certeau 1988 ) which attempted to prescribe consumers' everyday lives. However, the repetitions of the 16 th -century bans on coffeehouses, the reissuance of the decree reordering the governor to abolish coffeehouses, the apparent inability of the kadıs to contain illicit coffeehouse activities, and the circumvention of sumptuary laws all reveal that the consumers did not obey the laws and regulations. Instead, they persevered in attending the coffeehouses and demanding its pleasures. This perseverance substantiates that these consumers of leisure contested the two-headed governance strategies-of the state and the religion-aimed at creating obedient subjects. Even their mere attendance to illicit coffeehouses was transgressive. Since transgression necessitates an agency that defies boundaries, breaks rules, and threatens the established order (Jenks 2003; Jervis 1999) 
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Please use DOI when citing or quoting implies an active consuming subject. With their persistence, consumers played a role in shaping the market, the coffeehouse culture. Furthermore, consumers had at their disposal countervailing discourses which would have enabled them to negotiate the official discourse of orthodox Islam and give alternative meanings to and legitimize their resistive leisure consumption practices. Thus, the diversity of the discourses provided the potential for subjects to define themselves as consumers of leisure and the coffeehouse as a legitimate site of leisure. It also provided a similar potential to the guilds and the businessmen to resist the regulations and justify the coffeehouse. Over time, with the multiparty resistance and continuous redefinition of practices and values, the coffeehouse culture was instituted.
Tactics of Resistance
Consumers, as well as the guilds joining up with them, employed the three unofficial discourses while carrying out various forms of resistance or tactics (de Certeau 1988) . Tactics are practices that transgressed the order and were defined and justified through discursive negotiation processes. We find different modes of negotiating and legitimizing and mixed manners of leisure consumption entailing varied levels of transgression.
Transgressive Tactic: Leisure as Escape. Taking drugs was one of the most illicit pleasures of the coffeehouse. An account of a theatrical play about coffeehouses indicates how drug-using consumers utilized the discourses of pleasure, health, and Sufi Islam in resisting official Islam and establishing the coffeehouse as a site of leisure. This play was staged by a coffeehouse guild in 1582 during a festival in Istanbul, where the sultan was in the audience too (Korkmaz 2004 (Korkmaz , Öztekin 1996 . According to a period court narrator, Intizami, the scene opened with seemingly elite customers spending enjoyable time in a spacious corner of the coffeehouse, drinking coffee and conversing (Korkmaz 2004) . After drinking their first cups of coffee, the ostensibly poor and drug-addicted customers asked the shop owner for more coffee and begged that he at least boil the grounds left in their cups, for free. The elite, witnessing the situation felt sympathy for the drug addicts and asked the coffeehouse owner to be generous. In the meantime, the addicts lapsed into drug comas, people gathered around them, and the coffeehouse owner was dismayed. The play concluded with the harmful effects of drugs and the beneficial effects of coffee: the drug addicts grasp the reality and feel worse after the temporary feelings of ecstasy and escape; coffee on the other hand, helps one stay awake and eliminates the ill effects of drugs. Finally, the eminent Sheikh Şazeli, the alleged pioneer of the use of coffee in his order, was named as the reason for attending coffeehouses.
This play and the commentaries illustrate how coffeehouse consumption practices were legitimated through discursive negotiations. Most powerfully, Sufi discourse constitutes the finale. An understated but prevalent pleasure discourse-the socio-and physiopleasures-is evident in the references to the consuming styles of the elite whom the court was more likely to favor than other attendees. The narrator, allied with the court and its official Islam, acknowledged, even if mockingly, the health discourse at work in the play too.
Paradoxically, the very portrayal of drug addicts and their coffeehouse experiences constructs the coffeehouse as a site of transgressive escape from everyday life and as a site of ecstasy akin to the contemporary demand for prohibited things such as illicit raves (Goulding et al. 2009 ), or more broadly, transgressive consumption desires (Belk et al. 2003) . Like cigarettes (Klein 1993) , what makes illicit coffeehouse activities pleasurable is resisting reason that tells us not to do something bad or harmful. While some period books, especially Please use DOI when citing or quoting those presented to or sponsored by the court attribute drug usage in coffeehouses to "a few despondent idlers" (Korkmaz 2004 (Korkmaz , Şeker 1997 , other data indicate that it was more widespread. For example, opium consumption was reportedly very popular among the elite from the 17 th century onwards (Koçu 1946) . Not only the poor and idle drug addicts, but also the wealthy and the respectable seem to have enjoyed transgressive escape in coffeehouses.
Thus, a wide range of consumers, rather than accept the prohibitions and be the obedient subjects of the sultan, chose to engage in improper or illicit activities. Despite or perhaps due to the risks of being arrested or health, they pursued leisurely pleasures and escape in the coffeehouse-a venue for such transgressions. It is clear that the newly forming coffeehouse consumer was capable of resisting the authorized order and constructing himself as a consumer of leisure.
A Less Transgressive Tactic: Leisure for the Sake of Poetry. Meeting in the coffeehouses for the sake of enjoying the ideopleasures of poetry was a manner of coffeehouse consumption usually attributed to the admired men-of-letters. Another account of the above-mentioned festival also includes a theatrical play, staged again by a coffeehouse guild, and reveals how poetry enthusiasts negotiated the discourses of pleasure and orthodox Islam in defining their coffeehouse consumption practices (Öztekin 1996) . Gelibolu'lu reports that this play started with a scene from a peaceful coffeehouse where the owner was making coffee and young customers were reciting poetry from printed sheets (Öztekin 1996) . Suddenly, officers who were responsible for market regulations attack the coffeehouse for not observing the ban. The owner of the coffee shop escapes but officers destroy the coffeehouse, break the coffee cups, and tie the hands of poetry-reading customers. The play ends with coffeehouse guild members' complaints to the sultan that unjust offenses were frequently applied despite the peaceful conduct at the coffeehouses and their pleas for putting an end to the ban and the raids. Gelibolu'lu Âlî comments that although the sultan enjoyed the play and removed the ban, coffeehouses were banned again later (Öztekin 1996) .
In this account, the guild members' comments reveal that such raids were framed as an unjust punishment of poetry lovers. The ethos of "justice" was used in support of the consumers of illicit coffeehouses and in requesting the prevention of such injustice by the representatives of the sultan. Besides, although orthodox Islam regarded coffeehouse consumption to be harmful to society, it considered poetry reading and writing to be appropriate types of pleasure-seeking and forms of refined aesthetic taste (Öztürk 1991) . Moreover, morality books of the period recommended supporting poets and giving gifts to them (Öztürk 1991) , much like charitable donations and sponsorships. Thus, the admirable status of poetry and its ideopleasures gave rise to the overlap between orthodox Islam and the pleasure discourse, which put the former to its own use in this case. Although enjoying leisure for the sake of poetry was less transgressive than the use of drugs, the coffeehouse consumer still transgressed by attending the illegal site in the first place. Joining hands with the coffee shop guilds in using the countervailing discourses, he rejected the legal authority and instead constructed himself as a consumer of leisure.
The Least Transgressive Tactic: Limiting Leisure. Orthodox Islam's work ethic deemed spending long hours in the coffeehouse to be improper and detrimental to society as it took time away from earning a living and/or praying. However, a mix of the discourses of pleasure, Sufism, and orthodox Islam enabled justification of spending a limited amount of time. Firstly, the spiritual role of coffee drinking in Sufi rituals was cited. For example, the 16 th -century Sufi poet Süluki criticized the people who were against coffeehouses as being Please use DOI when citing or quoting ignorant of the origins of drinking coffee in Şazeli's Sufi order (Açıkgöz 1999). A period scholar, Gelibolu'lu describes the act of limiting leisure in his etiquette book as follows (Şeker 1997, 364) : … some members of Sufi orders come [to coffeehouses]. They find it appropriate just to drink their coffee and leave. The consideration of such people is that coffee is the elixir of the ones who follow God because coffee ingratiates itself with someone like Sheikh Şazeli, who reached the grace of God. While he [coffee] was a black tanned beloved from Yemen, the fortune in the glance of the Sheikh made him the beloved of the hearts. Therefore, the people continuing mystical orders are in love with him. This tactic was the least transgressive also because spending a short time at a site of leisure demonstrated some obedience to the work ethic. Then, the enjoyment obtained from the coffeehouse experience was allegedly limited only to the physiopleasures of tasting coffee and not the leisurely activities.
Overall, we see that consumers resisted the order by attending the coffeehouse and formed and justified such trangressive practices by mixing various ethics.
Normalization of the Consuming Subject and Legalization of the Coffeehouse
Such resistance was neither limited to a small group of rebels, nor reserved for individuals. It was not inconsequential either. Enacted repeatedly, by a much broader range of people than the state and the religion would have liked, the above tactics served to construct different self-ethics by a range of coffeehouse-goers, who, along with coffeehouse owners, persisted in resisting until the coffeehouse was legalized and normalized. Concurrent with the transformation in the state and the religious institution, the consumer subject who resisted the order and was active in defining self-ethics was normalized through interactions within the newly emerging public sphere.
Extensive Resistance across Roles and Classes and Constructing Self-ethics.
Official accounts such as decrees and the period festival and etiquette books attributed particular tactics to specific types of people. Transgressive escape was attributed to drug users assumed to be the idlers or the janissaries who supposedly wasted entire days in the coffeehouse, "gossiping, backbiting, and self-praising" (Şeker 1997; 218) ; consumers who limited their time in the coffeehouse were believed to be Sufis; and consuming leisure for the sake of poetry was accredited to the men-of-letters, the elite (Dağlıoğlu 1940; Korkmaz 2004; Şeker 1997) . However, portrayals of the everyday lives of poets, such as Gulami, Atâ, and Beliğ in Aşık Çelebi's period anthology and other sources on everyday life reveal that the practices and tactics of consumers were not bound by their social positions: for example, many reputable poets used drugs and some janissaries were also poetry enthusiasts (Kılıç 1994; Koçu 1946) .
One example which indicates that not only the "despondent idlers" but also ruling class members could enjoy the pleasures of drugs, albeit alongside the ideopleasures of poetry, was Gulami. A 16 th -century poet of slave origin, he was known for his addiction to narcotics and seen in coffeehouses in a state of drowsiness (Kılıç 1994) . After completing his education at a theological school, he was appointed as an assistant functionary thus became a member of the ruling class. He reportedly attended the coffeehouse for both transgressive escape and for the sake of poetry. Gulami's life story also indicates that someone from the lowest echelons of society could get a prestigious education and attain an esteemed status and thus illustrates the above-discussed fluidity of social structure.
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Please use DOI when citing or quoting Another poet, Atâ was a physician. Aşık Çelebi states in his tezkire that although Atâ was a court physician, he spent most of his time in the coffeehouse and went home only occasionally, "as if a guest" (Kılıç 1994) . He uses a telling magic lantern metaphor in describing Atâ: a regular, like the indispensable decoration of the coffeehouse, whose pale and slender look due to drug addiction resembled the dim light of the lantern. Atâ's story demonstrates that even a person so close to the palace and with an education based on orthodox Islam could transgress the work ethic and become a coffeehouse regular.
Yet another role-crosser was Beliğ: a janissary, a famous poet, and a coffee aficionado. Aşık Çelebi portrays Beliğ as more of poet than a responsible man-at-arms. Beliğ's following poem demonstrates the popularity and the commercial value of coffee and the physiopleasures of coffee and the coffeehouse (Kılıç 1994, 191) :
Although coffee is not as graceful as wine is deceitful/prostitute..." Finding the taste of wine superior to coffee, Beliğ expresses his admiration for the forbidden wine. He remarks that coffee substituted wine by providing warmth. The last verse of the poem moves to a young servant in the coffeehouse. Beliğ might be concerned if the servant exploits consumers by overcharging them or if he cheats on his lover-either Beliğ himself or someone else. At the least, this last verse implies his interest in young servants and the carnal pleasures of the coffeehouse. Aşık Çelebi's account attests that Beliğ enjoyed the refined taste of poetry even though he was merely a janissary and wine even though he was a Muslim; and perhaps he even had sexual encounters with boys. Beliğ seems to have merged transgressive tactics with the dignified joys of poetry-an art not expected from a janissary.
Thus, people from different social classes consumed coffeehouses, at times, in unprescribed or unexpected ways. The ruling class consumed drugs and janissaries wrote poetry. Consumers could combine tactical resistances in their own ways to define and legitimate their particular manner of coffeehouse consumption. It is clear that many did not accept the moral codes but instead constructed their own ethics. Foucault (1990, 28) portrays this type of subject as someone who "delimits that part of himself that will form the object of his moral practice, defines his position relative to the precept he will follow, and decides on a certain mode of being that will serve as his moral goal." The range of moral modes and goals underlying different consumer tactics implies that Ottoman coffeehouse consumers were constructing their particular self-ethics while resisting orthodox Islam. For example, if spending hours idle in the coffeehouse or losing consciousness to drugs were too inappropriate for one, enjoying leisure time within the limits of the work ethic was acceptable. Or consider Beliğ's self-ethics: it was appropriate for him to enjoy the socio-and ideopleasures of poetry discussions and the physiopleasures of drinking coffee or the religiously forbidden wine or even the contact with attractive young servants. Therefore, the Ottoman coffeehouse consumer was not only active in terms of resisting prescriptions but also in defining particular self-ethics: he had become a consuming subject.
Please use DOI when citing or quoting Interacting with others, across social classes, such subjects witnessed diverse manners of resistance in the coffeehouse. They also heard or participated in discussions and readings of poetry, puppet theatres, and stories that were frequently critical of the authorities. The site was ripe for mimesis (Girard 1987 ) not only within but also across social classes. Thus, a broad range of individuals of different social positions had the potential to use resistance tactics, define self-ethics, and hence enact becoming consuming subjects. This potential was not restricted to a small group: the consuming subject of mass consumption was in the forming. The resistance tactics spread widely via the public debates about coffeehouses. The discursive public sphere constituted an environment where different forms of consumption were negotiated regularly, repeatedly, and, over time, normalized. Despite the dire consequences of recurrent prohibitions, coffeehouses became widely popular. An analysis of judicial records of the 17 th -century Kudus, where the number of lawsuits about coffeehouses decreased and disappeared gradually, also indicate normalization of coffeehouse consumption (Cohen 2004) . Thus, Gulami, Atâ, Beliğ, and many other consumers who frequented the once-illicit coffeehouses, ultimately prevailed over the state and the religion.
Institutional Resistance and the Transformation in the State and the Religious
Institution. Consumers were not alone in constituting themselves as consuming subjects and the coffeehouse culture. Institutions also played important roles. Coffeehouse owners and their guilds resisted the political and religious authority by retaining their businesses despite the bans and punishments. They utilized similar types of tactical resistances as the consumers in legitimating coffeehouse consumption and negotiating with the authority, as exemplified in the theatrical plays they staged and presented to the sultan. In addition, with such theatrical plays, the guilds expanded the public debate about coffeehouse consumption outside the physical space of the coffeehouse. The ongoing nature of their negotiations is perhaps indicated by the temporary lifting of the ban after the sultan watched one of the plays. The state's inconsistent conduct in the face of insistent consumer and marketer resistance signals its concession to negotiating with the consumer and the marketer. The temporary nature of the bans resonates with what Pamuk (2004) calls the pragmatic, flexible, and negotiable central bureaucracy co-opting and incorporating into the state the social groups that rebelled against it. It also accords with other evidence regarding the loosening of the state's grip on the markets in general at the period (Pamuk1998). Over repeated bans and their abolishment, the resistance of the coffeehouse owners became a routine aspect of their conduct as well. A new habitus was in the forming (Bourdieu 1989) .
As coffeehouses developed to occupy a significant place in social life, their input to the economy increased. For example, the late 16th century tax registers from Kastamonu (an Anatolian town, away from the more central Istanbul and Bursa) included a new item: taxes levied upon the sale of coffee. In the next century, there was a large increase in the demand for coffee and enormous amounts of coffee were traded (Faroqhi 1986 ). Gerber (1988) reports that a merchant who traded between Egypt and Bursa left more than one and a half tons of coffee among his possessions when he died in 1677. By the 17 th century, even some bureaucrats and theology professors had acquired lucrative coffeehouses (Baykal 1981) . The consumers' and the guild's joint resistances shifted the role of the market from that of maintaining social order to generating revenue for the state.
While coffeehouse consumption was turning into an ordinary practice with increasing economic benefits to the state, the religious authority's views regarding coffee and coffeehouse consumption shifted as well. We discussed above the contradictory fatwas issued in the span of two decades, first against and then in favor of coffeehouses. The latter fatwa 
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Please use DOI when citing or quoting declared coffee as appropriate stating that it does not make people drunk and listing its health benefits. The period chronicler stated that this fatwa legitimated coffee consumption in the Ottoman society (Baykal 1981) . Interestingly, in this case, the religious authority used a secular and a rational rather than a religious discourse in endorsing coffee and coffeehouses.
As (consumer and market) resistance became commonplace and coffeehouse consumption an everyday activity, yielding greater tax income to the state, the once-repeated bans were totally lifted in the late 17 th century. Initial resistance and the subsequent normalization of coffeehouses was concurrent with first the inconsistencies and later the changes in the discursive practices of the state and the religious authority. Repeated consumer and marketer transgressions paved the way to the reproduction of coffeehouse culture by continuously redefining practices and values. The coffeehouse, including its objects, rituals, layout, and design and the roles of its customers, owners, servants, and performers was formed among the countervailing discourses in the Ottoman public sphere. As this novel commercial site of leisure was being formed and legalized, an active consumer who had the ability to use preferred resistance tactics and define his own particular consumption practices and self-ethics was in the forming too.
DISCUSSION
Our cultural-historical analysis contributes to a less studied area of consumer culture theory: historical and institutional shaping of the consumer and the marketplace as a social category (Arnould and Thompson 2005) . We find that both an active consumer and a market were forming within the budding 16 th and 17 th century Ottoman consumer culture, through the interactions of market actors like consumers, marketers, the state, and the religious institutions. In doing so, we also contribute to the view that rather than posing two authentic forms, the global and the local have each been socio-historically constructed (Kjeldgaard and Ostberg 2007 ): we empirically demonstrate such foundations at 16 th -century Ottomans, earlier than the 17 th -century Europe that Kjeldgaard and Ostberg propose. The present study is restricted to leisure consumption among male consumers in Ottoman coffeehouses. While our findings are limited to men, we provide a counterpoint to historical studies most of which locate women as the vanguard of consumption and formation of consumer culture (Campbell 1987; Rappaport 2004; Reekie 1993; Veblen 1899 Veblen /1994 Vickery 1993; Walkowitz 1992) . We show that men also played a significant role in this formation-at least for leisure consumption. In addition, we find the use of a combination of visual and textual data highly informative and thus recommend it for historical research.
Our study supports and extends two broader theoretical claims: (1) consumption resolves the tension between the individuals' pursuit of pleasure and morality (Belk et al. 2003) and (2) market cultures are co-created through discursive negotiations and practices (Peñaloza 2000; Thompson 2004 ). Much like Belk et al.'s (2003) self-managing consumer who moderates his/her consumption acts in order to feel or become an ethical person, Ottoman coffeehouse consumer was active in defining his self-ethics. We extend Belk et al. (2003) by introducing and specifying the role transgression plays in the formation of selfethics: consumers transgressed in different ways and at different levels depending on their negotiation of the tension between the pursuit of pleasure and pursuit of religious morality. We also incorporate the institutional forces and the interaction between the individual and the institutional actors in this process. In a counter-symmetrical fashion, our study extends Peñaloza's (2000) conceptualization of the co-creation of market cultures by drawing attention to the tensions at the individual level. Our explication of the roles played by the Please use DOI when citing or quoting state and the religious institution extends Thompson (2004) and Peñaloza (2000) by situating the co-creation of market cultures in a network of actors broader than the marketer-consumer dyad; actors include customers, marketers-i.e. coffeehouse owners-the state, and the religious institution. We emphasize that the formation of market cultures and their consuming subjects is not only a socio-cultural but also a political and moral phenomenon located in the broader public sphere.
The formation and normalization of Ottoman coffeehouse culture and its consumer subject rest on the fundamental tension between Ottoman man's pursuit of socio-, ideo-, and phsiopleasures and his pursuit of morality: he is caught between the transgresive joys of the coffeehouse and his morals. He attempts to resolve this tension by drawing from various resources and taking advantage of the opportunities available in the nexus of a growing public sphere, multiplicity of discourses, mutual resistances of the consumer and the market, and flexible political and religious institutions. If we continue with the focus on the individual consumer, he redefines and justifies his pleasurable yet transgressive consumption practices and tactics by using the countervailing discourses circulating in the public sphere. Emergence of a public sphere, in turn, was enabled by the fluid social structure of the era as well as the features of the site. The socially mobile urbanites had the opportunity to interact with people of all walks of life in the socially-leveling environment of the coffeehouse-a novel site with few clearly defined norms. We have seen that coffeehouses constituted an ideal context for a public sphere to flourish where interaction among consumers with different social positions generated playful, aesthetic, and rational modes of communication and criticism. Such interaction is likely to have created a mimetic process where various tactics were adopted, appropriated, negotiated, and redefined by a very diverse group of consumers. This finding has an interesting implication for the literature on public sphere: consistent with much of the CCT literature, criticism can be politically effective even if based on playful communicative interaction rather than a purely rational one.
The vibrancy of this context and the eventual legitimization of coffeehouse consumption were clearly shaped by the co-existence of two strong religious discourses rather than only one. This situation is similar to the co-existent Calvinist and humanistic ethics in the 16 th -and 17 th -century Netherlands (Schama 1987 ) and the Protestant and Romantic ethics in 18 th -century England (Campbell 1987 )-eras when European consumer culture was developing. The Dutch humanist discourse provided legitimization for expenditure rather than capital accumulation, as a way to free oneself from the suspicion of greed. It promoted expenditure for the benefit of community, such as philanthropy, lending to public institutions, or even spending money for feasts and providing a comfortable life to one's own family (Schama 1987) . Similarly, the Romantic ethic made room for hedonism in England (Campbell 1987) . It seems that, in different cultures, the duality of ethical discourses allowed for legitimization of consumption and development of consumer cultures. Dutch humanism, British romanticism, and Ottoman Sufism supported philanthropic and domestic, hedonic, and leisure consumption, respectively. Thus, in a context of dual ethics, public debate, multiparty resistance, and repeated transgressions, the coffeehouse consumer and his consumption were formed.
Consumers were supported by an ally-marketers. Coffeehouse owners' resistances-such as their disobedience of the codes and theatrical plays-contributed to the persistence of the coffeehouses and therefore provided the opportunity for consumers to repeat and experiment with their trangressive and pleasurable actions. Embedded in such a public sphere of diverse modes of behavior and discourses, and supported by the marketers, the coffeehouse consumer was able to defy prescriptions and instead assemble his own ethics.
Please use DOI when citing or quoting Repeated and proliferated, the once-transgressive coffeehouse consumption practices became routine in the everyday life of Ottoman men. Such routinization reveal an active consumer subject: he had been effective in forming his self-ethics and enacting his personal understanding of how to spend one's leisure appropriately. This reveals a transformation from an obedient (sultan's) subject to a consuming subject who resists the order and utilizes alternative discourses to define his own pleasurable practices and self-ethics.
Finally, the increasing flexibility of the state as well as the inconsistencies in the discursive practices of the state and the religious authority were also opportune for the normalization of the coffeehouse. Rather than applying rigid rules, the state was open to negotiations with the guilds and the eventual change of conventions. The emergent public sphere, including the proliferating defiances and negotiations of marketers and consumers, constituted the loci of resistance to the political sphere, consistent with other evidence regarding the presence of a public sphere and political negotiation in the Ottoman society of the era (Kafadar 1994) . As coffeehouse consumption was being routinized over a century, the state's and the religious authority's discursive practices were transforming as well. Eventually, and similar to the 18 th -century England (Agnew 1993) , markets gained agency in determining the attributes of truth and materiality: what was regarded to be appropriate about coffee, coffeehouse, leisure, and pleasure was defined by market relations instead of religion. In sum, the constitution of an active consumer and a coffeehouse culture was enabled by a particular set of conditions: emergent public sphere, multiplicity of discourses, consumermarketer alliance in resistance, and the increasing flexibility of political and religious governance. In the process, each -party and field transformed.
Implications for the Literature on Ottoman History
With a few recent exceptions (Faroqhi 2002; Grehan 2007; Quataert 2000) , consumption is an under-researched topic in Ottoman historiography. Most research focuses on production, material culture, or trade rather than consumption; the few studies which approximate consumption, emphasize the luxury possessions in the palace or among the elite (Artan 2000; Faroqhi 2004; Neumann 2004; Tezcan 2004) . Thus, our research is an early and preliminary exploration of the more ordinary Ottoman consumer and the broader consumer culture. Therefore, this study extends Ottoman consumption studies from a unidirectional study of objects to a study of complex market relationships between products, consumers, and institutions that define Ottoman consumer culture. Our findings call for complementary investigations, perhaps focusing on bathhouse consumption among women.
Reflections on Consumer Resistance
Contemporary consumer research constructs a resisting and self-defining subject, who juxtaposes different meanings from a variety of discourses in order to assemble own identity instead of accepting the impositions from the marketer (Belk et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2003; Fırat and Venkatesh 1995; Kozinets et al. 2004; Maclaran and Brown 2005; Thompson 2004 ). This resisting consumer is understood to gain a certain level of freedom of choice against the marketer in the capitalist market system (Denegri-Knott, Zwick, and Schroeder 2006; Slater 1997 ). Yet, another strand of research argues that the contemporary consumer is not powerful or revolutionary enough to change the market structure (Holt 2002) . We find that the Ottoman consumer resisted and gained a certain level of freedom of choice not against the marketer but against the impositions of the state and the religious institution, both 
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Please use DOI when citing or quoting of which were market actors too. He succeeded in this situation where he and the marketer had joined forces in enacting resistance. Thus, the market and the consumer do not always have to be oppositional; the market can help the consumer resist and transform the order. Furthermore, our findings, in accordance with Holt (2002) , imply that in order for consumer resistance to be successful, individual's alliance with an institution-even the market itselfand the existence of a public sphere are necessary.
Interestingly, Giesler's (2008) results about music consumption cohere with our proposition. Akin to the Ottoman coffeehouse consumer, Giesler's (2008, 746) contemporary consumer (re)defines self-ethics-"downloading was not a cultural transgression, as producers promoted, but rather a liberatory move away from aesthetic and cultural repression"-and has a role in transforming the music market. And like the Ottoman case, this happens when the individual joins forces with an institution-the Internet, which at the same time is a medium of public sphere. Thus, it seems that when a subject and an institution establish an alliance in resisting the existing market structure, they can successfully transform the market structure.
While research has tended to focus mostly on the consumer-marketer relationship, other marketplace actors also play important roles in consumption. In addition to the Internet (Giesler 2008) , market actors include science/medicine (Thompson 2004 ) and religion (Sandikci and Ger 2010) . Also, consider the governmental attempts to create ideal consumercitizens who commit to consumption in order to fuel the economy (Cohen 2003) or the prohibitions on smoking, gambling, or rave (Goulding et al. 2009 ). Thus, we suggest that the interaction and potential alliance between the consumers and each of a network of market actors are worthy of further research on consumer resistance and market transformations.
Reflections on Understandings of Consumer Culture and the "Consumer"
In following Poster's (1989) call for investigating the role of consumer subject in the development of consumer culture, we demonstrate that "democratization" of consumer culture goes well beyond a spread of consumption to masses (McKendrick 1982; Plumb 1982) . There was also democratization in the sense of active participation in institutional, individual, and cultural domains (Benhabib 1999; Habermas 1992) . The changes in the legislation on coffeehouses as a result of joint resistances of the guilds and the consumers, the constitution of a variety of self-ethics, and the reproduction of coffeehouse culture entailed participative formations.
In accordance with Borgerson (2005) , we problematize the premise of the recent advent of a new type of postmodern or post-traditional consumer. Consumer research locates this active consumer as a subject that is identified with the capitalist or the late capitalist market system (Fırat and Dholakia 1998; Fırat and Venkatesh 1995; Slater 1997) . Obviously, the early modern Ottoman context was very different than any modern capitalist system. However, the fluidity and the variety of roles, authorities, and discourses as well as the resistance tactics imply that the active consumer may not be as recent or even a chronological phenomenon as many consumer researchers think. Similarly, we see that markets and consumers have long been embedded in global networks and the hybrid global-local forms of consumption objects goes back to at least the16 th century. We also see that not only the goods but also the associated discourses traveled across borders, albeit in reinterpreted and recontextualized forms, as with contemporary globalization.
As Trentmann (2006, 51) suggests "the genealogy of the consumer is not a linear story, nor does it converge." Existence of an active consumer in the early modern Ottoman (Campbell 1987; McCracken 1988; McKendrick et al. 1982; Mukerji 1983; Roche 2000; Schama 1987 ). Contrary to (possibly Orientalist) expectations, Ottoman coffeehouse culture may well have played a major role in the diffusion of leisure consumption. Investigations of formations of consumers and consumer cultures in a variety of places and eras and with alternative historical trajectories will enlighten consumer researchers' understandings of nonlinearity and of ethnoconsumerisms (Venkatesh 1995) . Moreover, studying alternative historical and contemporary contexts will help researchers identify generalizations based on the commonalities in the formation of different consumer cultures and subjects. Our findings corroborate Trentmann (2006; 21) who shows that the development of the consumer points to "the centrality of political tradition, civil society and ethics through which agents discovered themselves as active consumers," even though our consumers lived earlier and in a different geography. It is evident that future studies on the political and ethical setting of consumption as well as a closer dialogue between consumption studies and contemporary historiography are called for.
Another crucial commonality with investigations of more recent eras is that the 16 th -and 17 th -century Ottoman consumer is also a consuming subject in that he pursued his own choices and defined his own ethics. This consumer is similar to Campbell's (1987) 18 thcentury English consumer in being active and self-defining. However, while Campbell emphasizes the role of imaginative hedonism, our findings converge on a transgressively hedonistic consumer: he followed his own hedonistic choice by fighting for it. Granted, his choice was also fed by imaginations such as the paradise metaphors. Our findings imply that transgression may well have been constitutive of "the consumer," as it is constitutive of contemporary consumer desires (Belk et al. 2003) ; that is, transgression is integral and vital for consumer subjectivity. Alternatively, consumption serves a venue for transgression, complementary to its role in identity construction and relationship building. And markets, just as they can be a target for resistance, may also provide an ally and resource to the consumers in their quest for transgression of some social order of everyday life.
